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5D is the Future 
By adding two directional dimensions to represent 
light flowing through all points, in all directions in a 
scene, scene reconstruction becomes automatic, 
accurate and affordable. 5D is the new 3D. 

Virtualization is the process of digitally twinning 
real objects and scenes. Most twinned content 
for the Metaverse is virtualized manually using 

programs like Maya® and 3ds Max®. Manual 
twinning of real objects and scenes can take 

days, weeks, even months. So, most  
content does not look real. For the  

Metaverse to succeed, virtualization  
must become automatic. 

Automatic virtualization of objects and scenes is 

called “Scene Reconstruction” 

Why doesn’t the Metaverse look 
like the real Earth? 

3D Falls Short 
The best scene reconstruction technology that is 
currently available produces distorted 3D models of 
scenes like this contemporary kitchen.  
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Why It’s Hard to Make Scene 
Reconstruction Easy 

Scene reconstruction technology needs to offer these ten key features in order to make virtualization accurate, 
affordable, and automatic for the wide variety of scenes in our personal and professional lives. 

All Lighting Environments. Functions in
a variety of lighting environments, from bright 
sunlight to low lighting. 

All Materials. Reconstructs the vast
number of materials in the real world, 
including highly reflective surfaces such as 
chrome and transparent materials such as 
glass. 

All Topologies. Handles finely structured
objects such as bushes or fur, as well as 
featureless surfaces like a blank wall. 

All Ranges. Capable of reconstructing
objects at any distance. Aerial reconstruction 
of a city using drones and up-close 
reconstruction of a tiny penny are equally 
possible. 

Generalized Light Fields. Represents all
light flowing in all directions through a scene. 

Relightable Matter Fields. Models
retain light interaction properties such as 
reflectivity, color, and index of refraction 
when placed into a new lighting environment. 

Real Time Performance. Capable of
reconstructing dynamic motion and appear in 
real time. 

Compact Files, Low Power. Compact
files produced through energy efficient 
methods, making mobile reconstruction 
possible. 

On-Demand Accuracy. Capable of
optimizing the level of detail within the model 
for high accuracy in critical regions while 
maintaining low file sizes.  

No Manual Touch-Up Needed. 
Capable of creating ready-to-use models. 
Users don’t need to do editing or have prior 
3D modeling experience.  



   

 

Scene Reconstruction Engine. The Quidient
Reality® Engine performs the computations necessary to 
reconstruct the generalized (5D) light field and relightable 
matter field from video or images. In addition, the engine 
includes a scene codec capable of streaming 5D 
subscenes across networks just-in-time (JIT). 

5D Database. A Quidient Reality® Database (.QDB) is a
novel 5D file format. It stores the relightable matter field 
separately from the generalized light field. The spatially-
sorted, hierarchical, multi-resolution database enables 
exceptionally efficient storage and fast access. The .QDB 
easily converts to other common file formats such as 
.GLTF, .FBX, .OBJ, etc. 

Reference Apps. Reference apps are source code
modules used by Development Partners (DPs) to 
accelerate product development. DPs modify reference 
apps to build powerful new applications that run on top 
of the Quidient Reality® platform.   

Sensor Management. Quidient Reality® is designed
to be sensor independent. Accordingly, it accepts input 
from common cameras such as DSLRs, smartphones, 360 
cameras, and polarimetric cameras.    

 
 

The Quidient Reality® Platform 

Software Development. Quidient works agilely with Development Partners to build cutting edge applications that
run on top of the Quidient Reality® Platform. 

Includes a scene reconstruction engine, reference apps, 5D databases, and sensor management 
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Three key technologies make GSR possible: 

Plenoptic Fields. Today, most 3D
reconstruction technologies locate 
features of contrast in space, then create 
meshes to which they attach textures. By 

contrast, Quidient reconstructs the flow of 
light through every point, in every direction in a scene (a 
generalized light field). Simultaneously, Quidient creates 
a relightable matter field, which represents the way that 
materials emit, absorb, reflect, scatter, or transmit light. 
Therefore, objects can be placed in any new lighting 
environment, and their reflections and refractions will 
update correctly. The generalized light field can be 
analyzed in its own right or used to relight new scenes. 
Quidient Reality® even represents the general light 
interaction properties of mixed materials in areas where 
the user has chosen a lower level of detail. This is an 
efficient way to represent complex, self-occluding objects 
such as hair or fine tree branches. 

5D Databases. Quidient’s 5D Database 
uses a pioneering and necessary approach 
to scene modeling. It provides a novel 
means for separately encoding a matter 
field (as 3D Voxels, shown in turquoise) 

simultaneously with a light field (as 2D solid-angle 
elements, or “Saels”, shown in yellow). This spatially 
sorted, hierarchical, multi-resolution approach leads to 
randomly accessible, explainable, 
and easily searchable scenes with 
exceptionally fast subscene 
insertion and extraction. Its speed 
meets critical requirements for 
representing scenes with virtually 
unlimited levels of detail, such as 
a storm-damaged home, or an as-
built manufacturing facility. 

Physics-Guided AI/ML. Quidient Reality® uses physics-based AI to make scene reconstruction more
efficient. In applications running on top of the platform, Many AI/ML processes are enhanced by remarkably 
reducing the amount of training needed to produce AI of a specified accuracy. Traditional (“Black Box”) AI 
training uses 2D images, which mix the light and matter fields in complex ways. 3D AI training is gaining 

traction, but traditional 3D scans still contain interference from lighting. The ability to separate the light field 
and the matter field provides a significant advantage for AI/ML applications.

 

Technology 

Approaches to GSR

Inverse Light 
Transport

Tracing light rays 
back to their source 

using the laws of 
physics.

Neural Imaging
Interpolating 

between sparse 
camera images 

using deep neural 
networks.

Plenoxels
Discovering voxel-
based plenoptic

elements without 
using deep neural 

networks.

Simultaneously 
discovering light 
and matter in a 

plenoptic (5D) field 
with physics-based 
machine learning.
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We asterisked the Metaverse on the title page of this white paper to make the point that virtualization technologies like 
Quidient Reality® are already being applied to the 3D products and services that exist today. Uses of GSR in the Virtual 
World are expected to grow rapidly as the technology matures. No one knows when the Metaverse will finally arrive, but 
when it does, it will certainly be transformational, and Quidient Reality will provide a seamless Reality Portal™ to Metaverse 
applications. Real objects and scenes can be brought into the Metaverse, with Quidient Reality serving as the portal. 
Portaling™ occurs when the speed and ubiquity of GSR rivals human perception. 

3D MAPPING, MODELING, AND RECONSTRUCTION:  
METAVERSE MARKET, BY REGION, 2022-2027 (USD MILLIONS) 

Region 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 
(2022-2027) 

North America 850 1,143 1,584 2,254 3,279 4,861 41.7% 

Europe 599 813 1,138 1,637 2,408 3,610 43.2% 

Asia Pacific 638 881 1,254 1,834 2,741 4,178 45.6% 

Middle East & 
Africa 96 130 181 260 381 570 42.8% 

Latin America 117 155 212 299 431 632 40.2% 

Total 2,300 3,122 4,369 6,285 9,240 13,851 43.2% 

Note: Numbers are rounded off to the nearest integer, resulting in rounding-off errors 
Source: Secondary Literature, Interviews with Experts, and MarketsandMarkets Analysis 

* The Metaverse Opportunity

The history of imaging begins in the 1800s with 2D photographs. Since then, innovations such as depth maps, 
point clouds, and LiDAR have moved the world towards 3D reconstruction. 5D GSR is the Final Frontier of 
Photography® because recorded models represent objects the same way that humans perceive them. 

Today, hardware and processing advancements pave the way for GSR. Enhanced interconnectivity and 
industry trends such as IoT and computational photography have elevated the demand for processing at the 
edge. New systems are being developed that can process complex AI algorithms using small edge devices 
such as drones, robots, and medical devices.  New chipsets are expected to allow better real-time responses 
for 3D imaging applications that require instant computing. Qualcomm’s latest Snapdragon 865 processor 
offers AI-enabled “image segmentation” and recording 8K resolution video. 

Historical Perspective 
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Digital Content Creation. Ads, websites,
films, games, and educational resources such 
as museum archives all need an easy way to 

generate ultra-realistic 3D content from real scenes. 

Entertainment. The entertainment
industry needs alternatives to the complex, 

high-cost modeling techniques it currently uses to create 
3D assets for cinema and gaming. The uncanny valley 
produces high demand for greater realism in human faces 
and figures. Real-time rendering engines require models 
at multiple levels of detail in order to maximize 
performance. GSR meets these needs. 

Reverse Engineering. Quidient Reality®
can reconstruct out-of-date or one-of-a-kind 
parts for 3D printing or re-engineering – 

including those made of glass, transparent 
plastic, or highly reflective metals. It can also reconstruct 
a human figure in order to fit wearables to specific body 
measurements or reconstruct the space where a new 
machine part needs to fit. 

Dimensioning. Quidient Reality® enables
3D body measurements for a perfectly tailored 
fit, easy architectural planning, and other 

spatially aware measurement systems. 

Touchless Claims Insurance. Insurance
providers seek an efficient way for property 

owners to document structural damage while 
preventing fraud.  Quidient Reality® offers an 

improvement over 2D images by increasing the accuracy 
of AI-based damage assessments. It creates assets which 
are easier to inspect and more difficult to alter. 

Automated Visual Inspection 
(AVI). Anything the human eye can

inspect, Quidient Reality® can inspect too. 
It significantly improves AI analysis by offering spatial 
information and lighting information, reducing the 
margin of error. This allows non-expert inspectors to 
achieve gold standard levels of accuracy in a shorter time 
frame. 

Applications 

Growth Opportunities in the 3D Ecosystem 
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AR/VR. Objects 3D scanned in one
lighting environment currently retain the 

shadows from that environment, and do not retain light 
interaction properties (such as reflectivity or refraction). 
This presents significant challenges for creating 
convincing AR and VR visualizations of the object in a new 
environment with different lighting. Quidient Reality® 
solves the problem by preserving light interaction 
properties. Additionally, by reconstructing the scene live 
during AR display, Quidient Reality® can place an AR 
display at the correct depth, overlapped by objects closer 
to the camera. 

Wearables. Whether for day-to-day use or
for enhanced vision in military situations, 
Quidient Reality® makes a new layer of 

visualization possible with wearables such as AR 
glasses. 

3D Printing. Users can 3D print objects and
scenes after reconstruction, including machine 
parts, architectural models, and human figures.  

Simulation. Users can simulate physics-
based collisions, wear-and-tear, or training 
scenarios using Quidient’s reconstructions. 

Healthcare. As remote healthcare gains
prevalence, providers need a highly accurate 
diagnostic imaging method that patients can 

use at home. Additionally, the operating room of the 
future can provide better patient outcomes and live 
surgical guidance using persistent situational awareness 
that includes all instruments, medical professionals, and 
the patient. 

E-Commerce. Using GSR combined with
AR, customers can preview products in their
own homes, complete with lighting that

matches their current environment. They can 
preview clothing and check for a proper fit 
using 3D body measurements. 

Automotive. Customers can view
highly detailed models of used cars to 
check for defects before purchase. They 

can submit repair requests and insurance claims using 
analysis of their vehicle’s condition, and track vehicle 
condition on a digital twin. 

Twin Home. Homeowners can plan
renovations based on highly accurate 
reconstructions, share models with their 
architects, and experiment with lighting 

setups and furniture layouts. Home buyers can tour 
homes remotely and place models of their own furniture 
into a home to check for a good fit. 

Twin Earth. Digital twins created across
the globe using Generalized Scene 
Reconstruction could combine to form a 
model of the entire Earth, including building 

interiors. 3D global mapping with ongoing updates would 
benefit navigation, virtual exploration, and geographical 
research. 

Mobile Reconstruction. Quidient Reality®
makes GSR available on-the-go, either in all its 
more specific applications, or simply to preserve 

moments in daily life (as photos currently do). 
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What transformational applications can 
GSR enable for you and your 
customers? 

Entertainment 

DEPARTMENT 
OF ENERGY 

SPACE 
FORCE 

AIR 
FORCE 

Development Partners 
Quidient’s development partners represent some of the top organizations in the world, including one of the leading 
Fortune 500 entertainment companies, the US Air Force, the US Space Force, and the US Department of Energy. 
Applications for these partners include digital content creation, automated visual inspection, and foreign object debris 
detection. 
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